Proud to cross the 400 million metric tonne milestone

1/4th of India's seaborne cargo moves through our ports

Adani Ports and SEZ Ltd. is privileged to contribute to the nation's ambitious goal of becoming a $5 trillion economy through this unique record. We achieved this through a string of our ports and terminals, along with integrated first-mile and last-mile logistics solutions.

No.1 India's largest private ports network

17 15 ports and terminals across India & another 2 in Sri Lanka and Israel

12 Logistics parks across India

Figures as per FY 2023-24
PM Modi woos ex-service votors bank in Rishikesh

Prime Minister Narendra Modi today was of fulfilling the dreams of veterans and former armed forces personnel. PM Modi promised to give a new life to the ex-service men and women in the country.

Addressing the public meeting, the PM said that the voters of the country are demanding the PM and that he has promised to give the electorate a hole in the heart. He also said that he has promised to give the electorate a perfect heart. He also said that he has promised to give the electorate a perfect heart.

People of Uttarakhand eager to throw BJP out of power: Selja

The Congress in the change of Congress Kumar Selja said that the people of the country are demanding the Congress and that he has promised to give the electorate a perfect heart. He also said that he has promised to give the electorate a perfect heart.

Selja reviews preparation for LS elections

The People’s National Congress (PNC) is aonated to support the Congress’s campaign for the general elections. Selja said that the Congress has promised to give the electorate a perfect heart.

Rising use of social media for election campaign affects bankers and poster printing businesses

Banks and hoardings were once an integral part of any election campaign but now with the advent of social media, the traditional methods of campaign are being replaced by digital platforms. The use of social media has become an important tool for political parties to reach out to the voters in an effective way.

PM Modi wooos ex-service votors in Rishikesh

PM Modi tried to woo the ex-service men and women in the country. He promised to give them a new life and to make them a part of the country’s development.

PM Modi guarantees work 24x7 for making India developed by 2047

PM Modi promised to make India a developed country by 2047. He promised to give the electorate a perfect heart.

PM Modi vows CM Dhami’s back in Rishikesh

PM Modi promised to make CM Dhami’s back in Rishikesh. He promised to give the electorate a perfect heart.

PM Modi pays CM Dhami’s back in Rishikesh

PM Modi promised to make CM Dhami’s back in Rishikesh. He promised to give the electorate a perfect heart.

PM Modi continues to woo the electorate

The Prime Minister Narendra Modi continued to woo the electorate. He promised to give the electorate a perfect heart.
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**NATION SHOCKED**

Drunken driving leaves six school children dead

**NEWS SATELLITE**

Children were killed and 29 students 29 injured on Thursday as schoolchildren were returning home after carrying them in a vehicle that was so overcrowded 29 that it had the fitness to carry only 29 students. The vehicle was pulled over on the road to the nearest police station. The driver lost control and rammed the vehicle, causing it to overturn. The police arrested the driver. At least 29 children were killed and 29 others were injured in the accident. The driver of the vehicle had been drinking heavily before the accident. The driver was booked under various sections of the Indian Penal Code and is being produced in court today.

**RAJ KAVITHA now arrested by the CBI**

The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) has arrested Raj Kavitha, the former minister of the state of Telangana, in a case of alleged corruption. Kavitha was accused of taking kickbacks in the allocation of PVT properties in the state. The CBI had been investigating the case for several months and had conducted raids on Kavitha's properties in the past.

**DTC to set alarm bells for dozing drivers at the wheels**

The Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC) is set to install an alarm system in its buses to alert drivers who are dozing at the wheels. The system will be activated if the driver's eyes are closed for more than 10 seconds. The alarm will sound and the driver will be alerted to avoid accidents. The DTC has been facing recurring accidents due to drunk driving, and this new system is expected to reduce the number of incidents. The prototype is currently in testing and will be rolled out across all DTC buses in the next few weeks.

**Dismantle barriers, challenge stereotypes, clarion call in South Delhi’s LS Polls**

Anarcha Jyoti, a student activist, has called for dismantling barriers and challenging stereotypes in the upcoming Lok Sabha elections in South Delhi. She emphasized the importance of pushing for gender equality, promoting inclusivity, and creating a level playing field for all candidates. Jyoti highlighted the need to address the issues of reservation and quotas in the electoral process and urged candidates to focus on genuine issues affecting the electorate.
EC directs arrangement of Dolis to ensure pregnant women, elderly and disabled cast vote

Health dept directs to arrange Dolis for taking such voters from home to polling booth

Apathy & downplaying polls lead people to forgo voting

Special bike squads to prevent accidents on Char Dham routes

PM Dehradun

In an effort to prevent accidents on Char Dham routes, the DM in the Chamoli district has ordered that all travel routes through special bike squads. The DM has identified seven vulnerable routes on Char Dham routes where pilgrims and vehicles use the road due to negligence of the respective agencies. The JD-U leader has directed the tourism department to ensure their functioning. He further directed agency to implement the act carefully as it is affecting the rights of all individuals. Thebike squads will ensure that all pilgrims and vehicles follow the rules and regulations while traveling on Char Dham routes. They will also keep an eye on the traffic rules and ensure smooth movement of pilgrims and vehicles.

Thunderstorms and rain likely in mountain districts today

Department (PWD) has planned to undertake the asphalting work during the daytime. The department has decided to deploy the bike squads on Char Dham routes on a daily basis starting from April 11, with the sighting of Ramzan. April 10, with the sighting of Ramzan Day. The department plans to ensure the safety of all pilgrims and vehicles on Char Dham routes and has identified seven vulnerable routes on Char Dham routes. They will also keep an eye on the traffic rules and ensure smooth movement of pilgrims and vehicles.

DM inspectors Yadra arrangements in Badrinath

The Chamoli district magistrate Himanshi Khurana inspected the site of preparations for the Char Dham Yatra and ordered the construction works to be completed before the start of the pilgrims. Further, street vendors and restaurants were asked to leave the premises before the start of the pilgrims. The electricity and water supply to the region was also asked to be completed. He also directed the departments concerned to improve the sanitation and improve the situation of the morning hours. To ensure that the pilgrims are not harassed, he directed the departments to improve the situation of the area in the city. He is also asking the citizens to be conscious about their actions and to protect the environment.

Eid celebrated with fervour in Dehradun

The Muslim community in the city on Thursday celebrated the Eid-ul-Fitr festival with the same enthusiasm and zeal as in previous years. The procession started from the Zoo Road in Nainital and took the asphalting work during the daytime. The Department (PWD) has planned to undertake the asphalting work during the daytime. The department has decided to deploy the bike squads on Char Dham routes on a daily basis starting from April 11, with the sighting of Ramzan. April 10, with the sighting of Ramzan Day. The department plans to ensure the safety of all pilgrims and vehicles on Char Dham routes and has identified seven vulnerable routes on Char Dham routes. They will also keep an eye on the traffic rules and ensure smooth movement of pilgrims and vehicles.

PM Dehradun

The festival was held under the direction of the chief medical officer (CMO) of Dehradun, who directed the departments concerned to improve the situation of the area in the city. He is also asking the citizens to be conscious about their actions and to protect the environment.

PM Dehradun

The tourism department has decided to deploy the bike squads on Char Dham routes on a daily basis starting from April 11, with the sighting of Ramzan. April 10, with the sighting of Ramzan Day. The department plans to ensure the safety of all pilgrims and vehicles on Char Dham routes and has identified seven vulnerable routes on Char Dham routes. They will also keep an eye on the traffic rules and ensure smooth movement of pilgrims and vehicles.

PM Dehradun

The original order of the CMO, the chief medical officer of Dehradun, who directed the departments concerned to improve the situation of the area in the city. He is also asking the citizens to be conscious about their actions and to protect the environment.

PM Dehradun

The festival was held under the direction of the chief medical officer (CMO) of Dehradun, who directed the departments concerned to improve the situation of the area in the city. He is also asking the citizens to be conscious about their actions and to protect the environment.

PM Dehradun

The tourism department has decided to deploy the bike squads on Char Dham routes on a daily basis starting from April 11, with the sighting of Ramzan. April 10, with the sighting of Ramzan Day. The department plans to ensure the safety of all pilgrims and vehicles on Char Dham routes and has identified seven vulnerable routes on Char Dham routes. They will also keep an eye on the traffic rules and ensure smooth movement of pilgrims and vehicles.
The Biju Janata Dal (BJD) fielded RJD leader Misa Bharti for the first time in the Lok Sabha elections.

BJP continues to blame CPI(M) for Kannur blast; Left party denies allegations

BJP, Congress continue to blame CPI(M) for Kannur blast; Left party denies allegations

Congress leader Rahul Gandhi on Thursday said farmers are seeking and demanding their rights.

BJP has senior and junior CPI(M) leaders in the state during the elections.

The upcoming Lok Sabha elections have also been rated as a political battle between the BJD and CPI(M).

The BJD has also been accused of being run by the CPI(M) in the state, with many journalists and political analysts attributing the party's rise in popularity to the CPI(M).
Higher elevation provide philosophy with power's possible

The National Education Policy 2020 acknowledges philosophy’s importance but fails short in its implementation

STUDENT DEATHS OVERSEAS

This is a classroom scene of a student's life in India: a teacher in a classroom teaching students. The teacher is holding a book and pointing at it, while the students are sitting and listening. The classroom is well-lit, with natural light coming in through the windows. The teacher is wearing a traditional Indian dress and the students are dressed in modern school uniforms. The teacher is pointing to a section of the book, which appears to be an essay or a passage, using a pointer stick. The students are engaged and appear to be actively participating in the lesson. The overall atmosphere is focused and studious, indicating a disciplined and structured learning environment.

The National Education Policy 2020 acknowledges philosophy’s importance but fails short in its implementation.

Students often pay a high price for higher education, especially in countries with limited government support. This is a significant issue in many parts of the world, where access to quality education is limited due to financial constraints. The National Education Policy 2020 aims to address these issues by providing greater support for students from disadvantaged backgrounds.

The policy also seeks to improve the quality of education by emphasizing the importance of critical thinking, problem-solving, and creativity. This approach is crucial for preparing students for the challenges of the 21st century, where rapid technological advancements and global trends require adaptable and innovative thinkers.

Despite these efforts, the implementation of the National Education Policy 2020 faces several challenges. There is a need for increased funding and resources to support the policy's goals. Additionally, there are concerns about the feasibility of certain initiatives, such as the provision of scholarships and grants for students from underprivileged backgrounds.

Ultimately, the National Education Policy 2020 represents a step in the right direction in terms of acknowledging philosophy's importance and its role in shaping a more informed and critical society. However, to realize its full potential, the policy must overcome the challenges it faces and provide a robust framework for its implementation.
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Israel’s aircraft strike in Gaza kills three sons of Hamas leader Ismail Hanifeh

US, Japan, Philippines hold first trilateral summit to counter China in Indo-Pacific

WASHINGTON, Apr 11

President Biden is bringing together US, Japanese and Philippine National Defence Ministers and Japanese Defence Minister Taro Kono in the Philippines to launch the first ever trilateral summit to try to counter China’s growing influence in the Indo-Pacific.

There is concern from the US to increase aid to Gaza, where its humanitarian efforts are not reaching people quickly enough. US pressure has increased since Biden visited the region last week, with President Biden saying that he should open a new crossing with Israel. Biden also said Israel should halt aid delivery to Gaza. The US has pressured Israel to increase humanitarian aid into Gaza. Biden said it was not clear exactly when the new crossing would be close to the northern Gaza Strip, Israel’s Defence Ministry saying the men conducted militant attacks, mostly civilians, and were punished for the attack, mostly civilians, and were punished for the attack. Hamas began six months ago, there have been more attacks on the Israeli-Tunisian crossing. Israel is taking action after a Katyusha rocketed into northern Israel. Syrian and a Hezbollah militia fired a rocket near a prayer ceremony in Tehran. Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei reflected on the fact that the US has increased since Biden spoke. He also says Israel will allow Jordan to deliver aid to the conflict zone. Israeli officials say the new crossing will increase the flow of desperately needed aid. Israel blames the large strikes on the Israeli-Jordanian border as being enough. Hamas militants say they are waiting to enter Gaza. Countries also offer military aid, including air defense and artillery. Hamas says it wants to deter or resist an invasion from China.

Israel’s minister says strike was a response to the October 7 attack. Israel’s Defence Ministry says that it’s testing out the technology to help identify and locate targets. The so-called “gray-zone” technology includes shining military-lit lasers at targets, firing water cannons and spraying clouds of chemical agents.

Biden says Israel’s military presence there is “ironclad” support for Israel on the ongoing invasion of Ukraine. Biden on Wednesday also made a significant statement to senior Biden administration officials who were considering joining the US in softening its positions amid the current situation in the Middle East. Biden says its flights to and from Tehran are going to all we can do to protect Israel’s security, Biden said. Earlier Thursday, US supreme court ruled to block a Texas law that would have banned almost all abortions in the state. Officials say the law is in response to the US Supreme Court’s decision to overturn the landmark Roe v Wade abortion rights case. Sanctions were leveled under the Iran Nuclear Deal, the so-called “JCPOA.” The deal was signed by the United States, China, Russia, Iran, France, Germany, United Kingdom and Italy in 2015. The agreement was aimed at limiting Iran’s nuclear program. The deal was not implemented by the Trump administration in 2018. The US, UK, Iran and others have acknowledged growing US-Iranian tensions in the Middle East. US-Iran - relations are at odds. The US on Thursday asked the UN to consider imposing sanctions on Iran. The US on Thursday asked the UN to consider imposing sanctions on Iran.

US-Iran relations are at odds. The US on Thursday asked the UN to consider imposing sanctions on Iran. The US on Thursday asked the UN to consider imposing sanctions on Iran.
After Modi's remarks, China says "sound and stable ties" serve the common interests of China and India

**Ukraine passes law to recruit soldiers**

A number of Ukrainian MPs voted for legislation that would allow the country to send troops to any conflict "where the economy was to where the country's borders remain abnormal."

**India sees phenomenal growth in the last 10 years, says Indian-American venture entrepreneur**

The US trade delegation to India to explore opportunities in agrisector business

Poland's parliament has a long-awaited debate on easing strict abortion law

Poland's parliament is finally holding a long-awaited debate on easing strict abortion law. The traditionally Catholic nation has one of the most rigid abortion laws in Europe. A 2022 Gallup poll found that 80% of women in Poland were against abortion, which is legal only in cases of rape, incest, and when the life of the woman is at risk.

Prime Minister Donald Tusk, who came to power in December after eight years of a conservative government, has vowed to legalise abortion until the 12th week of pregnancy. For the debate to succeed, it is estimated that at least 50 seats need to be won in the lower house. If the bill passes, it could bring about a significant shift in Poland's conservative political landscape.

---

**Imran Khan warns Pakistan may suffer economic collapse**

Imran Khan, who was the head of the Women's Strike, a group that has been fighting for women's rights in Pakistan, said that the country was heading towards economic collapse. Khan warned that the government's policies were failing to address the economic crisis, which was being compounded by the pandemic and the ongoing conflict in Ukraine.

---

**Vietnam sentences real estate tycoon Truong My Lan to death in its largest ever fraud case**

Real estate tycoon Truong My Lan was sentenced to death by a court in his Hoi An city, making her the country's largest financial fraud case ever, state media reported on Wednesday.

The 67-year-old's trial, the longest-standing fraud case in Vietnam, has dragged on for over a decade. Lan, who is accused of a fraud that resulted in losses of USD 27 billion, was found guilty of defrauding Vietnam's media, the court said.

The case was opened in 2012, but the trial was repeatedly delayed due to Lan's repeated appeals. The trial was held in a closed room in the courthouse.

Lan's conviction is the second-largest financial fraud case ever in Vietnam, following the largest ever fraud case in 2014, which involved a banking giant. Lan's case involved the largest ever fraud case in Vietnam, involving more than USD 27 billion in losses.
**Apple warns of Pegasus-like spyware attacks on select individuals**

Apple has warned about ongoing Pegasus-like espionage software attacks that target a very small number of individuals and organizations. It's identified and shared details of a campaign of state-sponsored spyware attacks, which has been associated with state actors and is being used globally. Companies have been designed to inform and assist individuals and organizations targeted by spyware attacks. The statement said that it is affecting very few small numbers of specific individuals and their devices, and that audits of security researchers have confirmed that no targeted spyware attacks are occurring on Apple customers who use a healthy short shell lifecycle and are not present. The Cupertino-based firm also said that it has been a practice for AI at Apple threat notification.

The statement indicated that Apple has identified these attacks so far, but that they are ongoing. According to published reports, Apple has identified a targeted attack on individuals and organizations that have been targeted by state-sponsored spyware attacks. The firm said that these attacks have been ongoing for years, targeting individuals who are known to be of interest to the attackers due to their position or role in society. The firm has identified that these attacks have been used to monitor and control these individuals.

Apple has recommended that users protect their devices by enabling security features and keeping their software up to date. The firm has also advised that users should be aware of potential threats and be cautious when downloading any software or using any services.

**Digi Yatra likely to be rolled out at 414 airports by the end of April**

Digi Yatra, the airport security solution developed by the airport security body, iSRA, is likely to be rolled out across 414 airports in India by the end of April. The facility is now available at 14 airports for domestic passengers and additional airports are ongoing with various stakeholders concerned to make it available for all. Digi Yatra Foundation CEO Sanjay Khadakbhavi told PTI that Digi Yatra is expected to be available at all airports by the end of April.

A top-level entity, the National Cyber Forensic Laboratory (NCFL), has been set up to deal with legal and forensic cases related to cyber attacks. The NCFL, which is based in New Delhi, will be responsible for analyzing and responding to cyber threats and attacks.

**Silicon Valley super excited about India: TiE president Anita Manwani**

Silicon Valley is super excited about India, where its business community has shown a commitment towards the country, TiE president Anita Manwani said on Tuesday. The TiE, or the TiE 2017 conference, is one of the biggest events of its kind in the Silicon Valley and in the US.

**PTI WASHINGTON**

Silicon Valley is super excited about India, where its business community has shown a commitment towards the country, TiE president Anita Manwani said on Tuesday. The TiE, or the TiE 2017 conference, is one of the biggest events of its kind in the Silicon Valley and in the US.

**PTI WASHINGTON**

Silicon Valley is super excited about India, where its business community has shown a commitment towards the country, TiE president Anita Manwani said on Tuesday. The TiE, or the TiE 2017 conference, is one of the biggest events of its kind in the Silicon Valley and in the US.

**PTI DELHI**

Apple has warned about ongoing Pegasus-like espionage software attacks that target a very small number of individuals and organizations. It’s identified and shared details of a campaign of state-sponsored spyware attacks, which has been associated with state actors and is being used globally. Companies have been designed to inform and assist individuals and organizations targeted by spyware attacks. The statement said that it is affecting very few small numbers of specific individuals and their devices, and that audits of security researchers have confirmed that no targeted spyware attacks are occurring on Apple customers who use a healthy short shell lifecycle and are not present. The Cupertino-based firm also said that it has been a practice for AI at Apple threat notification.

The statement indicated that Apple has identified these attacks so far, but that they are ongoing. According to published reports, Apple has identified a targeted attack on individuals and organizations that have been targeted by state-sponsored spyware attacks. The firm said that these attacks have been ongoing for years, targeting individuals who are known to be of interest to the attackers due to their position or role in society. The firm has identified that these attacks have been used to monitor and control these individuals.

Apple has recommended that users protect their devices by enabling security features and keeping their software up to date. The firm has also advised that users should be aware of potential threats and be cautious when downloading any software or using any services.
With a menu that has seen minimal changes over decades, eschewing cutlery in favour of a hands-on dining experience, Bukhara at ITC Maurya boasts a cult following among both foreign tourists and local patrons, says PAWAN SONI

By Ashish Chaddha Chief Executive, ITC hotels

DEHRADUN / FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2024

Bukhara, the iconic restaurant at ITC Maurya New Delhi, recently celebrated 35 years of success, and I had the privilege of sitting down for an engaging interview with the illustrious lafrance of state head restaurants and its personified bustling ambience that doesn't even entrain reservations. With a menu that has seen minimal changes over four and a half a decade, eschewing cutlery in favour of a hands-on dining experience, Bukhara boasts a cult following among both foreign tourists and local patrons. What truly astonishes me is Bukhara's enduring success despite unconventionalism. Despite its somewhat Spartan seating and amidst a sea of North Indian and North West Frontier eateries in the city, Bukhara maintains its allure with a unique offering. Despite high-profile corporate events, ITC hotels offers corporate dining establishments, Bukhara continues to thrive, partly on the assumption of a renaissance of over rich-tasting monthly - a remarkable feat for a 150-restaurant focusing primarily on standard dishes of ITC Maurya. Perhaps the secret lies in its simplicity and the addition of options that could increase footfalls. This initiative in fine dining.

Reflecting on a conversation with Chef Jaggi Gill, former executive chef of ITC, about Bukhara’s signature dishes, he remarked that for Chef JP Singh, who has dedicated 32 years to ITC hotels, started as a banquet or as the GM of ITC Maurya, his various roles including in the original GBC even before ITC hotels was established. The large of Bukhara, in particular, has reached such heights that many smaller establishments now consider themselves a part of "Bukhara". The taste of Bukhara, explains that their Dal Makhani, is the original OG even before the advent of Bukhara. While I enjoy exploring new restaurants and their offerings, Bukhara remains a place of comfort and nostalgia, beckoning me back to the days of its unparalleled culinary experience.

( Author is a food critic and founder of the Big F Awards. He can be reached at Pawan.Soni@indianfoodfreak.com)

**GURUGRAM’S EVER STRETCHING FRONTIERS**

Stand-alone restaurants in the the Delhi NCR region are carving out a unique niche for themselves, says KARAN PURI

The project features a stunning glass facade, state-of-the-art amenities, and a wide range of facilities that cater to the diverse needs of businesses. The project is strategically positioned on Golf Course Extension Road, making it easily accessible from various parts of the city and its surrounding areas. It boasts of having leading restaurants like Mexican A’Bar, Barbie’s Brosome, Soul Barcelona, Social office, One 9 Common, Managers, AuChanda, China Garden and several more. However, the marketing front is there is hardly any effort being put in by the project developers to bring more people into the project to enjoy the cascade of facilities that it offers. A few new, well-established restaurants have already opened up recently and some more are in the pipeline. One that really stands out in Gurrut’s, a unique restaurant offering a range of global cuisines. The brand manager of Mr Hrishikesh Nanda, this is his group’s first initiative in fine dining. The chef to customize your personal touch, turning your dining experience into a fiery, delicious adventure. It's indeed a world of culinary delight.

The Do It Yourself (DIY) twist adds an element of excitement to the experience. Fusion meets flavour here and there are many healthy options in the vegetable menu with multiple options. One must try the paneer butter chicken, Pani Puri, Brochettes and many more. The chefs here have a taste with a mouth-watering and traditional dishes and Tiramisu are must-try desserts.

The place has a captivating ambiance that blends sophistication with warmth. The contemporary decor and inviting atmosphere create a perfect backdrop for memorable moments shared with friends and family. The service is highly professional as the servers explain the whole process of grilling and fusion to create a unique menu. Gurrut’s is certainly a hidden gem in the commercial hub that has a Stage potential in the future.

(Author is a Digital Consultant and food critic)
BUMRAH TAKES FIVE-FOR BUT RCB FIGHT BACK TO POST 196/8 IN IPL

PIT | NEW DeHRAUDHAI | FRIDAY | APRIL 12, 2024

Rashid Khan's commitment to the game, including the intensive training he does on the field, made him one of the most effective bowlers in T20 league across the globe. Rashid Khan's love for cricket and his passion for the game have been evident from the moment he started playing. He has been a consistent performer for the past several seasons, and his ability to pierce through the batting lineup has been a major factor in his success. Rashid Khan's determination to win matches and his refusal to give up until the very end have made him a admired and respected figure among colleagues and fans alike.

Rashid Khan is known for his exceptional control over his deliveries, which allows him to mix a variety of ball types, including googlies, off-spins, and variations like the flippers and yorkers. His ability to deceive batsmen with his unpredictable ball placement and pace makes him a formidable and unpredictable threat to the batting side. Rashid Khan's commitment to his craft is evident in the way he trains and prepares himself for every match, as he consistently hones his skills and focuses on improving his performance. His dedication to the game is a testament to his passion and love for the sport.

In the context where his fellow teammates were centred, Rashid Khan's natural empathy over every variation helped him rule over even the most difficult of games. Mingling up his fiery yorkers and flippers, Rashid Khan was early on to extend his

Delhi eyes on redemption, SGS aims to extend their hot streak

O NCE THE RAIN STOPPED at M.Chiranjeevi Sarja Ground in Bengaluru, the atmosphere changed. The players were able to fully focus on their cricketing ability, and the game took a dramatic turn. In the closing stages, SGS showed their true potential and fought back with a vengeance. They stalled the unbeaten run of DSNU's opener, Kishore, who had reached 50 and looked set for a big knock. This was SGS's breakthrough moment, and they went on to take their first wicket on the last over.

The innings eventually ended with DSNU posting 198/8 in their 20 overs. This result left SGS needing just 199 runs to win. They started off strong, with Chhajed and Vignesh putting on a solid opening stand. However, with the introduction of Rashid Khan to the bowling attack, SGS faced a challenging task.

Golden arm Neeraj Chopra eyes on 900 before Olympics

Rashid Khan's commitment makes him favourite in T20 leagues: Gavaskar

Golden arm Neeraj Chopra eyes on 900 before Olympics

on winning gold in 2022.

"Taking the start of the season on form and strength is a perfect way to start the season," Neeraj said. "I have been working on my fitness and strength, and I am looking forward to the Olympics."

Neeraj Chopra is aiming for a repeat of his 2021 Olympics performance, where he won the men's javelin throw event. The Indian athlete has set his sights on securing a podium finish at the upcoming Olympic Games. He is looking forward to a strong performance and hopes to etch his name in the annals of Olympic history.

Indian chess aces score dominant wins at candidates tournament

The candidates tournament is an elite competition in chess, where the world's top players compete for a spot on the pinnacle of the chess world. The Indian chess aces, such as Rakhphakhdoe and Vishy Anand, have been dominant in recent years, and their performances have been impressive. They have been able to score points against some of the world's strongest players, which has put them in contention for the top spot.

The Indian chess aces have been performing well in this year's candidates tournament, and their performances have been notable. They have been able to secure wins against some of the world's strongest players, which has put them in contention for the top spot. However, the competition remains tough, and they will need to maintain their momentum to secure a place at the top.

Rakhphiakhdoe double the damage in champions league clash in quarter final

W ith his team trailing 2-1 in the Champions League, Gavaskar needs to come up with a plan to turn the tide. He plans to play a more aggressive style of cricket and look for opportunities to score runs.

He said, "The team needs to find a way to score runs and put pressure on the opposition. The players need to be aggressive and take the game to the opposition."

Gavaskar's plan is to focus on the batting and try to put up big scores. He believes that if the team can score big runs, they will be able to put pressure on the opposition and force them to take risks.
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